
 
March 14, 2020 
 
 
Dear AND Health Professional and Lay Colleagues/Friends 
 
 
As all of you know we live under an executive branch that decimated its own office that fights 
pandemics ( https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/nsc-pandemic-office-trump-
closed/2020/03/13/a70de09c-6491-11ea-acca-80c22bbee96f_story.html) . To put it differently,  health 

experts say Trump is breaking all the rules when it comes to communicating about the crisis. We are 
lucky that Nancy Pelosi and the House passed a bill that addresses some of the most glaring issues that 
need addressing.  
 
Who will suffer the most – the poor, the undocumented, the homeless, (and sometimes they are one 
and the same), different ethnicities/ racial backgrounds. What can health professionals and lay people 
alike do:  

a. There are individual and group actions that are summarized in the excellent document 
prepared by a remarkable person: Jacqueline Patterson of the NAACP. I heard her speak 
yesterday and if you ever have the chance to hear her – please do so. The document has an 
entire raft of references and, most importantly, recommendations that can mitigate 
socioeconomic disparity issues.  The document can be accessed here: 
https://www.naacp.org/coronavirus/ 

b. Please consider writing a Letter to the Editor of your local newspaper highlighting the 
incompetence of this executive branch, thanking Nancy Pelosi and the House Democrats or 
your favorite candidate for President or Congress, and saying a few words about any of the 
actions highlighted in the attached document from the NAACP. I/ others at AND are happy 
to help with writing tips and/or review anything you might write.  

c. Please see the links to a post re Covid-19 from Andrew Goldstein , one of the most politically 
committed progressive and thoughtful health professionals I know and work with. 

 
"Wrote some of my thoughts on our pandemic. While optional social distancing is helpful, it ultimately is 
still a path leading to many preventable deaths. To me, the public health and moral argument is clear: we 
need a societal halt coupled with humane isolation. Feedback, counterarguments, questions are 
welcome" 
 
https://medium.com/@Andrew.Goldstein/as-coronavirus-transmission-accelerates-we-need-bold-

government-action-to-halt-transmission-and-5259482e65dc 

Though somewhat colorful, this last piece reflects my own current thinking 
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https://staythefuckhome.com/?fbclid=IwAR3jrs06ruXNhJxBEGQavCjJWURT78lceNDML33x-
LqY8DIjN6b9DXkDS7g 

 

thanks  

Norbert Goldfield, M.D. 

Ask Nurses and Doctors 
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